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ABSTRACT
This is the final report of the modular, high power, variable R dynamic
electrical load simulator program conducted for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA) by Avco Corporation's Systems Division (Avco/SD)
under contract NAS 9-13495. Under the program, which covered the period
28 June 1973 to 20 June 1974, six simulators (including a refurbished
engineering prototype unit), along with an operating and maintenance manual,
were delivered to NASA's Johnson Space Center.
The objective of the program was to extend the design of Avco/SD's previously
developed basic variable R load simulator to increase its power dissipation
and transient handling capabilities. The delivered units satisfy all design
requirements, and provide NASA with a high power, modular simulation capability
uniquely suited to the simulation of complex load responses. To permit effect-
ive application of the large number of variable R simulators presently available
at NASA, Avco recommends developnent of simulator control techniques based on
use of a general-purpose digital computer.
In addition to presenting conclusions and recommendations and pertinent back-
ground information, the report covers program acccmplishments; describes the
simulator basic circuits, transfer characteristic, protective features, assembly,
and specifications; indicates the results of simulator evaluation, including
burn-in and acceptance testing; provides acceptance test data; and summarizes
the monthly progress reports.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This document is the final report of the Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic
Electrical Load Simulator program. This was a twelve-month program (28 June 1973
to 20 June 1974) conducted by Avco Corporation's Systems Division (Avco/SD) for
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) under Contract Number
NAS-9-13495.
This program was preceded by a three-phase development program that started in
1970 with an investigation of means of interrogating and simulating electrical
loads on the power lines of manned spacecraft. Subsequent phases were undertaken
to develop hardware and software capable of implementing the techniques recommen-
ed in the Phase 1 study.
The objective of the current program was to extend the design of the basic variable
R simulator developed in the earlier phases to increase its power dissipation and
transient handling capabilities.
Five modular, high power, variable R simulators meeting all design requirements
were manufactured and delivered to NASA's Johnson Space Center (JSC) along with
a refurbished engineering prototype unit. An operating and maintenance manual
was also provided.
1.1 BACKGROUND
The design and development of electrical power distribution/conditioning systems
is highly dependent on the characteristics of the power sources and the loads.
Their influence becomes progressively more significant as the operational functions
of the total integrated system become more critical, such as exemplified in complex
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spacecraft systems. During past manned spacecraft programs (fram Project Mercury
through Apollo), in order to meet projected schedules it was necessary to evaluate
system performance using load simulators which, at best, could only duplicate the
steady-state load conditions. Subsequent vehicle testing and flight experience
has consistently uncovered system operational problems caused by the transient
(or dynamic) characteristics of the various loads reflected back into the system.
Identification of the problem at this point in the program resulted in costly work-
around and/or corrective action. Recognizing this, a multi-phase program was undex
taken to investigate concepts for providing more realistic loads, and to develop
prototype hardware and software capable of implementing and evaluating these
concepts.
The Phase 1 study program was undertaken to investigate various concepts and tech-
niques for identifying and simulating both the steady-state and dynamic character-
istics of electrical loads for use during integrated system test and evaluation.
These investigations showed that it is feasible to design and develop interrogation
and simulation equipment to perform the desired functions.
A second phase was undertaken to develop hardware capable of providing this
simulation. During these activities, actual spacecraft loads were interrogated by
stimulating the loads with their normal input voltage and measuring the resulting
input voltage and current time-histories. Using an existing computer pro-
gram with some modifications, general network models consisting of resist-
ance (R), inductance (L), and capacitance (C) elements were optimized by
an iterative process of selecting element values and comparing the time
domain response of the model with those obtained from the real equipment
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during the interrogation. A general-purpose simulator was developed with the
capability of realizing a variety of models comprised of R, L, and C elements
where element values were discretely variable. The different models, each
corresponding to real spacecraft equipment, are set up manually for each case
by suitable switching and patching. The models are capable of duplicating the
dynamic and steady-state response of real loads at full power.
Also developed during the Phase 2 program was a variable resistance (variable R)
device with the capability of reproducing a resistance-time curve upon application
of a suitable, externally provided control signal. In practice, the current/
voltage time-history of an article of hardware is obtained during the interrogation
process and this data is then processed and stored. In operation, this signal
is retrieved from storage and applied as the control input to the variable R.
The output resistance of the variable R, connected to the power source normally
used to operate the real equipment, is then made to vary as a function of this
control. Thus, the power input current is caused to vary just as the input current
to the real equipment.
During the third phase, the optimization software developed during the earlier
phases was documented and delivered along with a detailed software manual. Data
acquisition hardware used in the interrogation process to acquire the voltage and
current time-histories of the equipment to be simulated was also provided during
this phase.
For details regarding these earlier programs, see the final reports (Refer-
ences 1, 2, and 3 for the phase 1, 2, and 3 programs, respectively).
The current program was undertaken to extend the design of the basic variable R
device to provide for dissipation of up to 1500 watts, continuous, at up to 50
amperes with transient handling capability up to 240 amperes. In addition,
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each device was to be comprised of 3 modules, each of 500-watt capability, with
provisions for independent control of each module or combination of modules.
1.2 DEFINITIONS
The terms interrogation and simulation are used extensively throughout this report.
A definition of these terms follows:
Interrogation:--The quantitative determination of those parameters of a
device that describe its dynamic and steady-state electrical response on
the power lines to a specified application of voltage.
Simulation:--The duplication on the power lines of the dynamic and steady
state response of an electrical load.
1.3 REPORT ORGANIZATION
The final report is organized as follows:
1. INTRODUCTION
Provides background information, defines key terms, indicates the way
the report is organized, and lists pertinent contractual publications.
2. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Presents conclusions drawn from the program and recommendations for future
action.
3. PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS
Describes program accomplishments in the following-listed areas:
o Hardware design, development, and manufacture.
o Hardware test and burn-in.
o Hardware delivery and demonstration.
o Operating and maintenance manual preparation and submission.
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4. MODULAR, HIGH POWER, VARIABLE R DESCRIPTION
Describes the modular, high power, variable R, including the basic
circuits, transfer characteristic, protective features, its assembly,
and specifications.
5. MODULAR, HIGH POWER, VARIABLE R EVALUATION
Summarizes the evaluation of the modular, high power, variable R, covering
the results of both burn-in and acceptance testing.
6. REFERENCES
Lists appropriate references.
1.4 PUBLICATIONS
Avco Systems Division documents published under this contract are listed in
Table 1-I. For summaries of the monthly progress reports, see Appendix A.
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TABLE 1-I
AVCO SYSTEMS DIVISION DOCUMENTS
PUBLISHED UNDER CONTRACT NAS 9-13495
1. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
First Monthly Progress Report, for the period 28 June to 31 July 1973;
Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0249-73-CR, 8 August 1973.
2. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Second Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 August to 31 August 1973;
Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0274-73-CR, 7 September 1973.
3. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Third Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 September to 30 September
1973; Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0300-73-CR, 8 October 1973.
4. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Fourth Monthly Progress Report, for the period I October to 31 October
1973; Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0320-73-CR, 5 November 1973.
5. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Fifth Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 November to 30 November
1973; Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0338-73-CR, 5 December 1973.
6. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Sixth Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 December to 31 December
1973; Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0004-74-CR, 4 January 1974.
7. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Seventh Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 January to 31 January
1974; Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0034-74-CR, 5 February 1974.
8. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Eighth Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 February to 28 February
1974; Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0058-74-CR, 5 March 1974.
9. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Ninth Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 March to 31 March 1974;
Avco Systems Division, ' AVSD-0092-74-CR, 8 April 1974.
10. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Tenth Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 April to 30 April 1974;
Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0130-74-CR, 6 May 1974.
11. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Eleventh Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 May to 31 May 1974;
Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0161-74-CR, 10 June 1974.
12. Operating and Maintenance Manual, Model DC-1500 Variable R Dynamic
Electrical Load Simulator; Avco Systems Division, ESEM-F420-74-198,
14 June 1974.
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2.0 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
2.1 CONCLUSIONS
The modular, high power, variable R dynamic electrical load simulators developed
during this program satisfy all design requirements, and provide NASA with a high-
power simulation capability uniquely suited to the simulation of complex load
responses. The modular configuration of these devices permits independent operation
of each module, thereby giving NASA considerable flexibility in applying them
to a variety of test programs.
A total of six modular, high power, variable R simulators were delivered to
NASA's Johnson Space Center.
2.2 RECOMMENDATIONS
The program just completed provided hardware suitable for simulating complex
load responses of a variety of electrical equipment at high power. The modular
configuration of the equipmient provides the equivalent of 18 medium power
simulators--each capable of independent control and operation. This, coupled
with the earlier developnment of two low-power simulators and the current devel-
opment of two high power AC/DC variable R simulators (under separate contract),
provides NASA with an equivalent total of 20 variable R simulators.
To use this number of variable R simulators effectively requires more flexible
control techniques than those currently available. Therefore, it is recommended
that control systems, using a general-purpose digital computer, be developed
capable of controlling a quantity of variable R simulators simultaneously.
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3.0 PROGRAM ACCOMPLISIMENTS
The objective of this program was the design, development, manufacture, and
delivery of five modular, high power, variable R dynamic electrical load
simulators, and the refurbishmnent and delivery of an engineering prototype
variable R load simulator. Under the program these units were to be set up
at NASA JSC and their operation demonstrated. In addition, an operating
and maintenance manual was to be supplied.
All of these tasks have been successfully completed, as described in the
following paragraphs of this section of the report.
3.1 HARDWARE DESIGN, DEVELOBMENT, AND MANUFACTURE
As noted in Section 1.0 INTRODUCTION, the fundamental concepts of the modular,
high power, variable R simulator are based on work completed previously under
the Phase 1 study (NASA Contract NAS 9-10429), and the Phase 2 and Phase 3 hardware
and software development programs (NASA Contracts NAS 9-12016 and NAS 9-12913).
Two areas of the basic variable R required considerable re-design, as distinct from
over-all upgrading of the basic approach. These two areas were:
1. The power output stage--to provide means for dissipating additional
power.
2. The overload protection circuits--to provide transient overload
capabilities.
These circuits, along with other simulator circuits, are described in Section 4.0.
The only problem encountered during the program was one of load current imbalance
that resulted in destructioh of certain of the power transistors in the output
stage of several of the simulators. The problem was solved by a simple
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design change that involved increasing the value of the emitter resistance of
the output transitors. Appendix A of the Ninth Monthly Progress Report (Refer-
ence 4) gives a detailed description of the failure and of the design change
that was made to correct it.
The modular, high power, variable R hardware developed under this program
has been designated Model DC-1500.
3.2 HARDWARE TEST AND BURN-IN
All hardware was calibrated to the transfer characteristic, thoroughly tested,
and then subjected to an 80-hour burn-in prior to being delivered. Details
of these activities are provided in Section 5.0.
3.3 HARDWARE DELIVERY AND DEMONSTRATION
All hardware was delivered to NASA's Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center where Avco
personnel unpacked it, set it up, and then demonstrated its operation.
3.4 OPERATING AND MAINTENANCE MANUAL
The operating and maintenance manual for the DC-1500 variable R simulator
(Reference 5) provides complete operating instructions along with circuit des-
criptions, schematic diagrams, safety and maintenance instructions, and specifi-
cations.
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4.0 MODULAR, HIGH POWER, VARIABLE R DESCRIPTION
The Model DC-1500 Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator, shown in
Figure 4-1, provides means for simulating the dynamic and steady-state response
of electrical loads on the power lines. The variable R simulator is essentially
an electronic circuit whose output resistance can be made to vary as a function
of a control voltage. It is shown in simplified block diagram form in Figure
4-2. The 1500-watt simulator consists of three 500-watt modules that can be
either operated independently or slaved to obtain either a 1000-watt or a
1500-watt capability.
The variable R can be used to simulate equipment response to application of
voltage on the power lines by first interrogating the equipnent and ccmputing
the input current/voltage ratio, and then using this ratio (conductance analog)
as the control signal. The variable R may also be controlled by signals
derived from function generators and other such devices.
The variable R 500-watt modules will respond to control signals over a fre-
quency range of DC to 10 kHz at current levels as high as 20 amperes, con-
tinuous. The variable R may be operated at positive, non-zero-crossing, load
voltage inputs of 20 to 60 volts. The maximum power dissipation is 500 watts,
continuous, per module, with 1500 watts total for an integral, three-module
unit.
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FIGURE 4-2 Variable R Concept - Simplified Diagram
Each 500-watt module is capable of operating with transient overloads
of up to 80 amperes (2400 watts) for up to 20 milliseconds in duration
at a 5 percent duty cycle. Thus, a 3-module simulator is capable of
operating with transient overloads of up to 240 amperes (7200 watts).
Figure 4-3 is a simplified block diagram of a single 500-watt module.
The Model DC-1500 Variable R is housed in an attractive desk-top
cabinet with integral cooling. Four rubber-covered feet provide sufficient
clearance for circulation of cooling air and also permit stacking of the
units. All controls, indicators, and connectors (except for the Overide
switches and Remote connector ) are located on the front panel. The multi-
pin Remote connectors and the associated Override toggle switches (used to
override the output relays) are on the rear panel.
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FIGURE 4-3 500-Watt Module, Variable R, Block Diagram
4.1 CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION
The DC-1500 variable R consists of three modules, each with its own control
and regulation electronics, monitor and protective circuits, power stages,
interface provisions, and power supply. Figure 4-4 is a schematic diagram
of the DC-1500 variable R. Figure 4-5 shows the interconnecting wiring.
The control voltage, Vc, inputs are applied to inverting amplifier stages Al and
A2. Al inverts the signal on the positive (+) input, and then the signal is
summed in amplifier A2, giving unity gain for the differential signal, Vc.
The output of amplifier A2 is applied to the X input of multiplier Ml. Re-
jection of the common mode signals (signals from circuit ground to the positive
(+) and negative (-) inputs) is based mainly on the match between the resistors
chosen for this application.
The control voltage conditioning block (shown on Figure 4-3) is a voltage
divider whose output is buffered by amplifier A10 to drive the Y input of
multiplier Ml. The multiplier output is proportional to the product of the
X and Y inputs, and provides the drive to the power stage. This feature
makes the variable R load current (Is) sensitive to the load voltage (Vs)
and, therefore, provides a true resistance. The 4-section power stage is
shown in Figure 4-4 with inputs at pin 3 of amplifiers A3, A4, A5, and A6.
One section of the power stage consists of operational amplifier A3;
transistors Q1 through Q4; diode D2; and resistors R15 through R23. The
other quarters are identical except for component reference designations.
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The input at pin 3 of amplifier A4 forces a corresponding signal at pin 2
by operational amplifier action, since the differential input (pin 2 to
pin 3) must be zero, ideally. The resistive divider, R15 and R16, requires
that the voltage across R17 be [R16 + R15)/R5 times the input signal.
This, in effect, sets the emitter current of the Darlington stage transistors
and forces the collector current (approximately equal to the emitter current)
to flow, thus forming a voltage-input-controlled current source (Is). The
current source is uni-polar. Diode D2 protects the circuit against negative
input signals.
Each of the other sections of the power stage, with inputs to amplifiers
A4, A5, and A6, and identical circuitry, operates in a similar manner. The
four section outputs are summed, providing a current flow proportional
to the control voltage, Vc, and the source voltage, Vs. Figure 4-6 is a
generalized schematic diagram (i.e., one without component reference
designations) of one section of the power stage.
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4.2 TRANSFER CHARACTERISTICS
The source current, Is, for a single module is given by the following
expression. (The component designations are those used on Figure 4-4.)
Is R16 + R15 K1 G1 R 83  Vs V x2 +
2617 ( 1 283+ R82
[ 1 R25 + R24 R8 3R826 R24 K G R83 + R82 Vs Vc x 2 +
1 R34 + R33 R8 3K1 G1 - Vs x 2 +[35 R33 R83 + R82
[ 1 R43 + R42 R83
Ki Gl _ _ Vs Vc x 2[4 ( Rh2 R83 + 82
where:
K1 = multiplier constant (= 1/10)
GI gain of the Al - A2 isolation stage.
Sustituting unity gain for Gl, and 1/10 for Kl; and assuming matching values
for the resistors (R17, R26, R35, and R44; R15, R24, R33, and R42; and
R16, R25, R34, and R43), gives a simplified expression for Is, as follows:
8 R16 +R15 ( R83
Is R5 (1) Vs Vc
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For actual values of resistance, this becomes:
Is =(1). Vs VcIs 1.0 10K 10K + 50K
which gives the following general simplified equation for Is for a 500-watt
module:
Is = 0.4 Vs Vc
This is a simplified expression for the transfer characteristic of a single
module. Therefore, as an example, for a constant Vs (source voltage) of 20
volts, the expression is Is = 8 Vc. Likewise, for Vs = 40 volts, Is = 16 Vc;
and for Vs = 60 volts, Is = 24 Vc.
The equation for Rs, the resistance seen looking into the output terminals
where Vs is applied, is
Vs
Rs = -
Is
Vs
O.4 Vs Vc
which gives
2.5
Rs =
Vc
for Rs in ohms where Vc is in volts.
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The circuitry is designed for a Vc range of 0 to 10 volts. For two
500-watt modules in parallel, the expressions for Is and Rs become:
Is = 0.8 Vs Vc
Rs
Vc
and the transfer characteristic for three 500-watt modules in parallel is:
Is = 1.2 Vs Vc
0.83 1500-watt configuration
Rs =
Vc
The components selected provide capability for handling up to 80 amperes per
500-watt module. Each module provides limiting at 80 amperes, peak, and
500 watts. The permissible voltage-current products for the 1500-watt con-
figuration are identified in Figure 4-7 which shows the transfer characteristic
curves for the simulator.
To achieve a dynamic range of 100 to 1 in the control of the variable R load
current when all three modules are connected in parallel, control.signal
multipliers with a 0.5 percent accuracy are employed.
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FIGURE 4-7 Transfer Characteristics, Model DC-1500 Variable R
Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator
4.3 PROTECTIVE FEATURES
The Model DC-1500 Variable R incorporates the following features for protection
against overloads and other abnormal conditions.
4.3.1 Over-voltage Protection
Over-voltage protection is provided by diode D12 and transistor Q24. In combina-
tion, these sense the over-voltage and shunt the drive from A9 to the relay
driver, transistor Q22. This releases relay K1 which opens the circuit from
the load terminal, and lights the amber lamp, L2, as an indication that an
over-voltage condition exists. In addition to the opening of the relay contacts,
each section of the power stage of the 500-watt module is protected against
fast transients by a Zener diode used for transient protection. These diodes
(CR1, CR2, CR3, and CR4) are each 100-volt devices capable of dissipating
1 KW for 1 msec, and 150 watts for 1 second.
4.3.2 Power Overload Protection
Multiplier M2 performs a product function whereby the load current (Is) and
load voltage (Vs) are sensed and used to drive M2 to provide an output pro-
portional to the output power (Vs Is). The output of M2 is used to drive a
threshold detector, Q18, to limit the drive to the power stage. Therefore,
any Vs Is product equal to or greater than the threshold value will prevent
further drive to the power stages, thereby limiting power. The power limit
is set at 500 watts, minimum, per module. A separate threshold detector
circuit (Q20 and Q21) is used to drive the red lamp, L4, which provides indica-
tion of a power overload condition.
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4.3.3 Peak Power Overload Protection
A third threshold detector circuit (transistor Q19) is employed as a peak
power limiter. It limits the peak power to 2400 watts per module, 4800 watts
for a parallel configuration of two 500-watt modules, and 7200 watts for a
parallel configuration of all three 500-watt modules. Figure 4-7 shows the
peak power limit curves.
A duty cycling limiting circuit in the DC power limiter: (1) prevents the DC
limiter from limiting the peak power handling capability for short pulses,
and (2) imposes on the simulator a duty cycle of approximately 5 percent
should the pulse width exceed 20 milliseconds for 2400 watts, maximum.
It should be noted that the DC limit will take effect after the low-pass
filter capacitor, C16, becomes charged to the threshold value of the DC
power limiter. C16 is periodically discharged when the timing circuit
(R60, C14, and monostable multivibrator, MSMV, IC2) times out, allowing
the camparator to discharge the DC limit capacitor C16.
If an over-power condition persists, the operating sequence is as follows:
1. The peak power limiter, Q19, limits peak power.
2. The DC limiter turns on after the pulse width of the control signal
reaches 20 milliseconds for 2400 watts power--and for pulse widths
greater than 20 milliseconds for reduced power dissipation.
(Generally, the lower the power to be dissipated, the wider the
pulse than can be tolerated.)
3. At the same time that the peak power occurs, the timing circuit
(R20, Cl4, IC2) starts timing. Approximately 500 milliseconds later
it allows another peak power pulse to occur by discharging the DC
limiter and starting the cycle over again.
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This peak power duty cycle limiting is necessary: (1) to prevent peak power
duty cycles from exceeding 5 percent, and (2) to discharge the DC power
limiter from a steady-state power level approaching 500 watts so that
full pulse widths at peak power limits can be handled.
4.3.4 Reverse Polarity Protection for Load Voltage, Vs
Diodes D13, D14, D15, and D16 in the Vs input line protect the circuits from
reversed Vs polarity.
4.3.5 Additional Features
Each of the features described below is provided in each module. The modules,
therefore, can operate independently.
Leakage Current
A mechanical switch is used to provide a low-level leakage current under zero
voltage control conditions. Operational amplifier A9 serves as a comparator
with its input (at pin 3) set for approximately 15 millivolts. As the control
signal at the multiplier input exceeds 15 miilivolts, the amplifier output
swings positive, turning on transistor Q22 and relay Kl. As a result,
contacts KlA, KlB, KlC, and KID close on Vs.
For signals below 15 millivolts, relay K1 is OFF and indicator lamp L2 is ON.
This provides a leakage current of 10 microamperes, maximum, through the
output stages for control signals up to approximately 15 millivolts.
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Current Monitor
Amplifiers A7 and A8 form a summing amplifier, inverter, buffer amplifier
combination that provides an output voltage whose level is proportional to
the source current, Is. The scaling is 8 amperes per volt. The output is
a direct representation of the current waveform and has sufficient band-
width and slewing rate capability to accurately follow the current waveform.
A full-scale output of 10 volts represents the 80-ampere peak current possible
for a module.
Power Supply
The power supply is a commercially available unit that provides unregulated
+28 volts for relay and indicator lamp operation, and a regulated +15 volts at
300 milliampere capability for the electronic circuits. The supply line and
load regulation are specified as 0.05 percent for a.10 percent line variation
over the range from no load to full load. A type 3AG, 3/4-ampere fuse and
short circuit protection are both included in the power supply itself.
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4.4 ASSEMBLY
The Model DC-1500 Variable R is housed in a standard, instrument-type, desk-top
enclosure with provisions for mounting it in a standard 19-inch relay-rack-type
console. Four rubber-tipped feet permit the units to be stacked--and allow cir-
culation of cooling air. The unit measures approximately 19 inches wide, by
8-3/4 inches high, by 18 inches deep. The control electronics, protective com-
ponents, and monitor circuits for each 500-watt module are located on individual
printed circuit boards--one board assembly for each module.
The Model DC-1500 Variable R is shown in Figure 4-1, Figure 4-8 is a rear view
of the simulator. Figure 4-9 shows the internal arrangement of its components.
The high power resistors are installed on metal mounting plates to provide
adequate heat sinking. The power transistors for each module are mounted
on a heat sink with an integral fan for cooling. The heat sink is capable
of dissipating up to 500 watts. The transistors are required to dissipate
only about 400 watts--with the remainder of the 500 watts being dissipated
in the power resistors.
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FIGURE 4-9 Internal Arrangement, Model DC-1500 Variable R
Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator
.4.5 SPECIFICATIONS
4.5.1 Electrical
Load Voltage +20 VDC to +60 VDC
Load Current (per module)
Continuous Up to 20 amperes
Transient Up to 80 amperes, peak, for 20
milliseconds at a 5 percent duty
cycle
Power Dissipation (Continuous)
Independent Operation Up to 500 watts (per module)
Two Modules in Parallel Up to 1000 watts
Three Modules in Parallel Up to 1500 watts
Transient Response Less than 50 microseconds
Control Voltage 0 to +10 volts
4.5.2 General
Power Requirements 115 volts, 60 Hz, single-phase
Size 19" W x 8-3/4" H x 18" D
Environment Laboratory ambient (temperature
250 C, nominal)
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5.0 MODULAR, HIGH POWER, VARIABLE R EVALUATION
Performance evaluation tests were conducted on breadboard and prototype models
of the modular, high power, variable R simulator circuits to: (1) assess their
ability to satisfy design objectives, and (2) determine the effectiveness of
the various protective features. In addition, both burn-in and acceptance tests
were carried out on each deliverable unit. The following paragraphs of this
section briefly summarize the burn-in and acceptance tests.
5.1 BURN-IN TESTS
Each unit was subjected to a minimum of 80 hours of burn-in testing at 80 percent
of its rated load. The testing was carried out in two steps--static burn-in and
transient burn-in.
During static burn-in a control voltage input adjusted to yield a load current
of 11.5 to 14.5 amperes at a load voltage of 30 to 34 volts, DC, was applied to
each module of the simulator. The load voltage to each module was adjusted
to yield a power dissipation of 400 watts. In general, burn-in testing on a
unit was continuous. However, some burn-in testing was conducted intermittent-
ly because of the failures that occurred early in the tests (see Section 3.0).
Transient burn-in testing was conducted at a load voltage setting of 23 to 24
volts. A pulse generator was used to provide 10-volt pulses to the control ter-
minals. The pulses were applied manually by appropriate operation of the pulse
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generator controls. A minimum of 100 pulses was applied to each unit. The
pulse width was set at 1 millisecond to maintain the load energy at a level
consistent with the capabilities of the power sources available.
5.2 ACCEPTANCE TESTS
Acceptance tests were conducted on each unit prior to its delivery. These
tests verified the static transfer characteristics, the accuracy of the current
monitor output, and the operation of the protective circuits. The static
transfer characteristics were checked at load voltages of 20, 30, and 60 volts,
DC. Data taken during these tests was provided with the units, and is shown
in Appendix B of this report.
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY - PROGRESS REPORTS
This appendix summarizes the eleven monthly progress reports published
by Avco Systems Division under the Modular, High Power, Variable R
Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator program, NASA Contract NAS 9-13495.
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY - PROGRESS REPORTS
i. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
First Monthly Progress Report, for the period 28 June 1973 to 31 July
1973; Avco Systems Division, AVSD-O249-73-CR, 8 August 1973.
SUMMARY
Describes Avco's efforts in the three following-listed areas of
concentration:
1. Developnent of a program schedule.
2. Initiation of design activities.
3. Procurement of long-lead-time hardware for breadboard construction.
2. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Second Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 August to 31 August
1973; Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0274-73-CR, 7 September 1973.
SUMMARY
Covers efforts in the following-listed areas:
1. Continuation of circuit design.
2. Initiation of breadboard fabrication.
3. Initiation of packaging design.
4. Conduct of a progress review meeting.
3. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Third Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 September to 30 Septem-
ber 1973; Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0300-73-CR, 8 October 1973.
SUMMARY
Describes efforts in:
1. Completion of the preliminary design.
2. Breadboard fabrication.
3. Material procurement.
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4. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Fourth Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 October to 31 October
1973; Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0320-73-CR, 5 November 1973.
SUMMARY
Describes efforts in the areas of:
1. Breadboard fabrication and evaluation.
2. Material procurement.
3. Design review.
4. Initiation of fabrication.
5. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Fifth Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 November to 30 November
1973; Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0338-73-CR, 5 December 1973.
SUMMARY
Describes Avco/SD's efforts in the areas of:
1. Breadboard fabrication.
2. Simulator production.
6. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Sixth Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 December to 31 December
1973; Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0004-74-CR, 4 January 1974.
SUMMARY
Covers Avco'SD's continuing efforts in:
1. Breadboard fabrication.
2. Simulator production.
7. Modular, High Power, Varibale R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Seventh Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 January to 31 January
1974; Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0034-74-CR, 5 February 1974.
SUMMARY
Describes production of the deliverable units.
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8. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Eighth Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 February to 28 February
1974; Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0058-74-CR, 5 March 1974.
SUMMARY
Covers Avco/SD's continuing efforts in producing deliverable units.
9. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Ninth Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 March to 31 March 1974;
Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0092-74-CR, 8 April 1974.
SUMMARY
Describes efforts in the areas of:
1. Production of deliverable units
2. Correction of a problem in the power output stages (imbalance in
current distribution).
10. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Tenth Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 April to 30 April 1974;
Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0130-74-CR, 6 May 1974.
SUMMARY
Covers activities during the reporting period. They were concentrated on:
1. Delivery of the first modular, high power variable R simulator.
2. Continuation of production of the remaining deliverable units.
11. Modular, High Power, Variable R Dynamic Electrical Load Simulator,
Eleventh Monthly Progress Report, for the period 1 May to 31 May 1974;
Avco Systems Division, AVSD-0161-74-CR, 10 June 1974.
SUMMARY
Describes activities in the areas of:
1. Completion of performance testing and burn-in of the remaining five
simulators.
2. Shipnent of the remaining units to NASA's Johnson Space Center.
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APPENDIX B
ACCEPTANCE TEST DATA
This appendix presents acceptance test data for the six DC-1500 modular, high
power, variable R dynamic electrical load simulators delivered to NASA under
Contract NAS 9-13495.
The data for each unit includes:
1. A plot showing the ideal transfer characteristic (control voltage, Vc,
versus load current, Is) and the measured transfer characteristic
for each module in the unit for a load voltage (Vs) of 30 volts.
2. A tabulation of static transfer characteristic data for the unit's
modules at three different values of load voltage (Vs)--20 volts,
30 volts, and 60 volts.
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0
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LAD CURRENT (Is), amperes
Camperes
S/N 1 (Engineering Prototype)
DATA FOR STATIC TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC
CONTROL CALCULATED MEASURED LOAD CURREUT, Is
VOLTAGE, LOAD CURRENT,
Vc Is Module 1 Module 2 ModIle 3
Volts Amperes Amperes Amperes Amperes
Load Voltage, Vs = 20 Volts
0.05 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.4
0.1 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8
0.3 2.4 2.5 2.5 2.4
0.5 4.0 4.1 4.1 3.9
0.7 5.6 5.7 5.7 5.5
1.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 7.9
1.5 12.0 12.0 11.9 11.7
2.0 16.0 15.9 15.8 15.5
2.5 20.0 19.6 19.6 19.4
3.0 24.0 23.3 23.3 23.2
3.125 25.0 24.0 24.4 24.0
Load Voltage, Vs 30 Volts
0.05 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.6
0.10 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.2
0.30 3.6 3.7 3.7 3.5
0.50 6.0 6.1 b.1 5.9
0.70 8.4 8.5 8.4 8.3
1.00 12.0 12.0 12.0 11.7
1.20 i4.4 14.3 14.3 14.0
1.30 15.6 15.3 15.4 15.0
1.39 16.67 16.1 16.4 16.0
Load Voltage, Vs = 60 Volts
0.02 0.48 0.75 0.7 0.6
0.04 0.96 1.25 1.2 1.1
0.08 1.92 2.2 2.15 2.0
0.10 2.4 2.7 2.6 2.5
0.15 3.6 3.85 3.8 3.65
0.20 4.8 5.0 4.9 4.85
0.25 6.0 6.2 6.15 6.00
0.30 7.2 7.3 7.3 7.15
0.347 8.33 8.05 8.3 8.00
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S/N 2
DATA FOR STATIC TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC
CONTROL CALCULATED MEASURED LOAD CURRENT, Is
VOLTAGE, LOAD CURRET T,
Vc Is Module 1 Module 2 Module 3
Volts Amperes Amperes Amperes Amperes
Load Voltage, Vs = 20 Volts
0.05 0.4 0.42 0.4 o.45
0.10 0.8 0.82 0.8 0.9
0.30 2.4 2.42 2.4 2.45
0.50 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
1.00 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.0
1.50 12.0 11.9 12.0 12.0
2.00 16.0 15.8 15.9 15.9
2.50 20.0 19.6 19.9 19.6
Load Voltage, Vs = 30 Volts
0.05 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.'7
0.10 1.2 1.25 1.2 1.3
0.30 3.6 3.62 3.6 3.7
0.50 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.5
0.70 8.4 8.4 8.4 8.4
1.00 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0
1.20 14.4 14.3 14.4 14.4
1.30 15.6 15.5 15.6 15.6
Load Voltage, Vs = 60 Volts
0.02 0.48 0.7 0.5 0.72
0.04 0.96 1.3 1.0 1.2
0.08 1.92 2.1 2.0 2.2
0.1 2.4 2.58 2.45 2.7
0.15 3.6 3.8 3.7 3.88
0.20 4.8 5.0 4.9 5.05
0.25 6.0 6.3 6.1 6.3
0.30 7.2 7.35 7.3. 7.45
0.34 8.2 8.33 8.33 8.33
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DATA FOR STATIC TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC
CONTROL CALCULATED MEASURED LOAD CURRENT, Is
VOLTAGE, LOAD CURRENT,
Vc Is Module 1 Module 2 Module 3
Volts Amperes Amperes Amperes Amperes
Load Voltage, Vs = 20 Volts
0.05 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.4
0.1 0.8 0.78 0.8 0.8
0.3 2.4 2.4 2.4 2.4
0.5 4.0 4.0 4.0 4.0
1.0 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.1
1.5 12.0 12.0 12.0 12.0
2.0 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.0
2.5 20.0 19.9 20.0 19.9
3.0 24.0 23.8 23.9 23.7
Load Voltage, Vs = 30 Volts
0.05 0.6 0.58 0.6 0.6
0.10 1.2 1.18 1.2 1.2
0.30 3.6 3.6 3.6 3.7
0.50 6.o 6.02 6.0 6.1
0.70 8.4 8.5 8.5 8.5
1.0 12.0 12.18 ' 12.1 12.18
1.2 14.4 14.5 14.42 14.5
1.3 15.6 15.7 15.7 15.7
1.38 16.6 16.7 16.6 16.7
Load Voltage, Vs = 60 Volts
0.02 0.48 0.48 0.55 0.55
0.04 0.96 1.00 1.05 1.02
0.08 1.92 2.00 2.02 2.01
0.10 2.40 2.48 2.51 2.48
0.15 3.60 3.70 3.76 3.73
0.20 4.80 4.92 4.98 4.95
0.25 6.00 6.15 6.20 6.20
0.30 7.20 7.35 7.41 7.38
0.34 8.2 8.35 8.35 8.34
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DATA FOR STATIC TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC
CONTROL CALCULATED MEASURED LOAD CURRENT, Is
VOLTAGE, LOAD CURRFNT,
Vc Is Module 1 Module 2 Module 3
Volts Amperes Amperes Amperes Amiperes
Load Voltage, Vs = 20 Volts
0.05 0.4 0.4 0.7 0.6
0.1 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.9
0.3 2.4 2.4 2.5 2.5
0.5 4.0 4.o 4.0 4.1
0.7 5.6 5.6 5.6 5.6
1.0 8.0 7.9 7.8 8.0
1.5 12.0 11.8 11.5 11.8
2.0 16.0 15.8 15.2 15.5
2.5 20.0 19.7 19.0 19.4
3.0 24.0 23.4 22.5 23.0
3.125 25.0 24.3 23.3 23.9
Load Voltage, Vs = 30 Volts
0.05 0.6 0.6 0.9 0.8
0.10 1.2 1.2 1.5 1.4
0.30 3.6 3.6 3.7 3.7
0.50 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.1
0.70 8.4 8.38 8.3 8.4
1.00 12.0 11.9 11.6 11.9
1.20 14.4 14.3 13.9 14.2
1.30 15.6 15.4 14.9 15.3
1.39 16.67 16.5 15.9 16.3
Load Voltage, Vs = 60 Volts
0.02 0.48 0.55 0.9 0.82
0.04 0.96 1.00 1.38 1.3
0.08 1.92 1.95 2.3 2.2
0.10 2.4 2.45 2.75 2.7
0.15 3.6 3.7 3.9 3.85
0.20 4.8 4.88 5.0 5.0
0.25 6.0 6.1 6.15 6.2
0.30 7.2 7.3 7.25 7.32
0.347 8.33 8.33 8.2 8.3
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DATA FOR STATIC TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC
CONTROL CALCULATED MEASURED LOAD CURRENT, Is
VOLTAGE, LOAD CURRENT,
Vc Is Module 1 Module 2 Module 3
Volts Amperes Amperes Amperes Amperes
Load Voltage, Vs = 20 Volts
0.05 0.4 0.8 0.6 0.5
0.10 0.8 1.2 1.0 0.9
0.3 2.4 2.6 2.5 2.5
0.5 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.2
0.7 5.6 5.6 5.7 5.7
1.0 8.0 7.7 8.0 8.
1.5 12.0 11.3 11.9 12.2
2.0 16.0 14.9 15.7 16.2
2.5 20.0 18.4 19.5 20.0
3.0 24.0 21.9 23.3 23.8
3.125 25.6 22.9 24.1 24.7
Load Voltage, Vs 30 Volts
0.05 0.6 1.1 0.9 0.7
0.10 1.2 1.7 1.4 1.3
0.30 3.6 3.8 3.7 3.8
0.50 6.0 6.0 6.1 6.2
0.70 8.4 8.1 8.4 8.6
1.00 12.0 11.4 11.9 12.3
1.20 14.4 13.6 14.1 14.7
1.30 15.6 14.6 15.3 16.0
1.39 16.67 15.8 16.4 16.9
Load Voltage, Vs = 60 Volts
0.02 0.48 1.3 0.85 0.6
0.o04 0.96 1.75 1.35 1.05
0.08 1.92 2.65 2.25 2.05
0.10 2.4 3.1 2.75 2.55
0.15 3.6 4.15 3.9 3.75
0.20 4.8 5.25 5.1 4.95
0.25 6.0 6.3 6.25 6.2
0.30 7.2 7.4 7.4 7.4
0.347 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33
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DATA FOR STATIC TRANSFER CHARACTERISTIC
CONTROL CALCULATED MEASURED LOAD CURRENT, Is
VOLTAGE, LOAD CURRENT, .
Vc Is Module 1 Module 2 Module 3
Volts Amperes Amperes Amperes Amperes
Load Voltage, Vs = 20 Volts
0.05 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.6
0.10 0.8 0.9 0.9 1.0
0.30 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.6
0.50 4.0 4.1 4.1 4.1
0.70 5.6 5.6 5.7 5.7
1.00 8.0 8.0 8.0 8.1
1.50 12.0 12.0 11.9 11.9
2.0 16.0 15.9 15.8 15.7
2.5 20.0 19.8 19.5 19.5
3.0 24.0 23.6 23.2 23.4
3.125 25.0 24.5 24.1 24.3
Load Voltage, Vs = 30 Volts
0.05 0.6 0.8 0.7 0.8
0.10 1.2 1.4 1.3 1.4
0.30 3.6 3.8 3.7 3.8
0.50 6.0 6.2 6.0 6.1
0.70 8.4 8.6 8.3 8.5
1.00 12.0 12.3 11.8 12.0
1.20 14.4 14.6 14.2 14.3
1.30 15.6 15.9 15.3 15.5
1.39 16.67 16.8 16.3 16.5
Load Voltage, Vs = 60 Volts
0.02 0.48 0.8 0.75 0.85
0.o4 0.96 1.3 1.25 1.35
0.o8 1.92 2.25 2.2 2.25
0.10 2.4 2.7 2.65 2.75
0.15 3.6 3.9 3.85 3.9
0.20 4.8 5.15 5.05 5.1
0.25 6.0 6.35 6.25 6.3
0.30 7.2 7.5 7.45 7.5
0.347 8.33 8.33 8.33 8.33
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